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1. Introduction

1.1. Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz formalism

The superstring in the RNS formalism has four different sectors. In the NS GSO(+)

sector, there are the massless vector and massive states while in the NS GSO(−) there are

the tachyon and massive modes. On the other hand, in the R GSO(+) sector, there are

massless Weyl and massive states, while in the R GSO(−) there are anti-Weyl massless

and massive states. Although the GSO projection projects out the GSO(−) part of the

spectrum, some processes (such as tachyon condensation) involve this sector.

The RNS formalism in the NS GSO(+) and NS GSO(−) sectors is supersymmetric

at the worldsheet level. For the open string, it can be described by a superfield in two

dimensions

Xm(z, κ) = Xm(z) + κψm(z). (1.1)

In this formalism, can write vertex operators for the massless field in the GSO(+) sector

V =

∫
dzdκ(DXm)Am(X), (1.2)

where the derivative is D = ∂
∂κ

+κ ∂
∂z

. The tachyon in the GSO(−) sector can be described

by the vertex operator

VT =

∫
dzdκT (X) =

∫
dz(ψ ·

∂

∂X
)T. (1.3)

For the R sector, a vertex operator can be written, but it is more complicated, is not

manifestly worldsheet supersymmetric, and involves the spin field [1]

Σα = e
1

2

∫
ψψ
e

1

2

∫
βγ
. (1.4)

Because of the complicated nature of the Ramond vertex operator, scattering amplitudes

using the RNS formalism have been computed up to 6 fermions at tree level [2], up to 4

fermions at one loop [3] and, for 2-loops, the only RNS computations involve 4 bosons and

no fermions [4].

For curved backgrounds, in the bosonic string case, the action can be written as

S =

∫
d2zgmn∂X

m∂Xn (1.5)
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or with an antisymmetric field coupling bmn(X)

S =

∫
d2z(gmn + bmn)∂X

m∂Xn. (1.6)

There is an obvious generalization for the RNS formalism

S =

∫
d2zd2κ[gmn(X) + bmn(X)]DXmD̄Xn (1.7)

where D̄ = ∂
∂κ̄

+ κ̄ ∂
∂z̄

. This action for the NS-NS sector can be obtained at the linearized

level as the product of two massless vector states. But if one tries to describe the R-R sector

by naively introducing a term ΣαΣ̄βFαβ(X) to the action, where Σα is the fermionic vertex

operator introduced above, this term would require picture changing operators since the

back-reaction of the R-R term would not be in the same picture as the NS-NS term. Since

picture-changing is related to worldsheet superconformal invariance and is only understood

in on-shell NS-NS backgrounds, it is unclear how to describe the RNS formalism in an R-R

background.

If one computes amplitudes in the RNS formalism where all external states are in the

NS sector, there could be internal R states in the loops. This means one has to sum over

spin structures, which complicates the computation of loop amplitudes. However, if one

computes amplitudes where all external states are in the GSO(+) sector, all internal states

in the loops will also be GSO(+). This suggests one should try to describe the superstring

in a space-time supersymmetric way in which one only has the GSO(+) sector.

The natural variables for the GSO(+) sector are Xm(z) for m = 0, . . .9 and θα(z)

for α = 1, . . .16, and the vertex operators will be functions of Xm and θα. Space-time

supersymmetry transforms

δθα = ǫα, δXm = (ǫγmθ). (1.8)

It will be important to fix the notation used. γmαβ and (γm)αβ denotes 16 × 16 symmetric

matrices which are the off-diagonal components of the 32× 32 Γm matrices. Thus, the γm

matrices are the analog of the Pauli matrices in 10 dimensions. They satisfy the algebra

γ
(m
αβγ

n)βγ = 2ηmnδα
γ . By antisymmetrizing the product of 3 gamma matrices, one can

check that (γmnp)αβ = −(γmnp)βα, while by antisymmetrizing the product of 5 gamma

matrices, one can check that (γmnpqr)αβ = (γmnpqr)βα.
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1.2. Green-Schwarz formalism

There is a classical description for the superstring using these variables known as the

Green-Schwarz formalism [5]. In order to compute the spectrum one must impose the

light-cone gauge. On the other hand, the light-cone gauge choice makes difficult scatter-

ing amplitude computations, since some unphysical singularities appear in the worldsheet

diagrams. Because of the hidden Lorentz invariance, these unphysical singularities must

cancel, however, this is difficult to show explicitly. In any case, up to now only 4-point

tree and one loop amplitudes have been explicitly computed using this formalism [6].

1.3. Pure spinor formalism

In these lectures, a new formalism for the superstring [7] will be presented which has

made progress on both computing scattering amplitudes and describing backgrounds in a

manifestly spacetime-supersymmetric manner.

1. Scattering amplitude computations:

It has been computed N -point tree amplitudes with an arbitrary number of fermions

[8], 5-point one-loop amplitudes with up to four fermions [9], and 4-point two-loop ampli-

tudes with up to four fermions [10][11].

Beyond 2-loops there are vanishing (non-renormalization) theorems stating that be-

yond a certain loop order, the effective action will not get contributions containing a certain

number of derivatives of R4 [12]. The proof relies on the counting of fermionic zero modes

which are related to space-time supersymmetry. For g ≤ 6, ∂2gR4 is the lowest order term

which appears at genus g. If this statement could be extended for all g, it would imply

that N = 8 d = 4 supergravity is finite [13] [14]. However, it naively appears that ∂12R4

terms are present for all g ≥ 6, which implies by dimensional arguments that N = 8 d = 4

sugra is divergent starting at 9 loops [14].

2. Ramond-Ramond backgrounds:

In the pure spinor formalism, these backgrounds are no more complicated than NS-NS

backgrounds. They are necessary to study the string in AdS5 × S5. Some work has been

done in the GS formalism and PSU(2, 2|4) invariance in AdS5 × S5 plays the same role

as super-Poincare invariance in a flat background. So quantization in the GS formalism

requires breaking the manifest PSU(2, 2|4) invariance whereas quantization in the pure

spinor formalism preserves this symmetry.

Using the pure spinor formalism it has been shown that strings in the AdS5 × S5

background are consistent at the quantum level to all orders in α′ [15]. Non-local conserved

currents were constructed [16] [17][18] and shown to exist to all orders in α′. This suggests

integrability to all orders in α′.
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2. d = 10 Super Yang-Mills and Superparticle.

The aim of this section is to describe SYM by performing a first quantization of the

superparticle.

2.1. Review of the ten-dimensional superparticle

The action for a scalar particle in 10 dimensions can be written as

S =

∫
dτ(ẊmPm + eP 2). (2.1)

This action has reparametrization invariance, as well as Lorentz invariance. The indices m

goes from 0, . . .9, Xm(τ) denote the particle coordinates and Pm its momentum conjugate.

e is a Lagrange multiplier which ensures the mass-shell condition P 2 = 0. There is a

supersymmetrical version of this action [19] which can be obtained from (2.1) replacing

Ẋm by a supersymmetric combination involving coordinates for the superspace θα, with

α = 1, . . .16: Ẋm → Πm = Ẋm − θγmθ̇ obtaining

S =

∫
dτ [ΠmPm + eP 2]. (2.2)

Since Πm is invariant under the supersymmetry transformation δXm = ǫγmθ, δθα = ǫα

with constant paramenter ǫα, then (2.2) is also invariant. By computing the canonical

momentum to pα one obtains

pα = Pm(γmθ)α. (2.3)

Since the momentum is given in term of the coordinates, one has constraints. By defining

the Dirac constraints

dα = pα − Pm(γmθ)α, (2.4)

one can check using the canonical Poisson bracket {pα, θ
β} = δβα that the constraints satisfy

the algebra {dα, dβ} = −2γmαβPm. In order to covariantly quantize one should covariantly

separate the first and second-class constraints, but because of the mass-shell condition

P 2 = 0, there are eight first-class and eight second-class constraints. In order to deal

with the second class constraint one can use the light-cone gauge, therefore breaking the

manifest Lorentz invariance. However, since the aim is to have a covariant description one

should explore another possibility.
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2.2. Pure spinor superparticle

In 1985, Siegel [20] proposed the following action for the superparticle

S =

∫
dτ(ẊmPm + θ̇αpα + eP 2), (2.5)

which is invariant under supersymmetry as can be easily checked by writing it in terms of

supersymmetry invariant objects

S =

∫
dτ(ΠmPm + θ̇αdα + eP 2), (2.6)

where dα is defined as above. However, this attempt didn’t succeed, roughly speaking,

because it has too many degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, it was on the right track and it

led to a pure spinor version for the superparticle [21] by modifying (2.6) to

S =

∫
dτ(ẊmPm + θ̇αpα + λ̇αωα) (2.7)

where λα is a bosonic pure spinor ghost and ωα its conjugate momentum. Pure spinors

made their first appearance in d=10 super-Yang-Mills in [22], and Paul Howe was the

first to recognize that pure spinors simplify the description of the super-Yang-Mills (and

supergravity) equations of motion and gauge invariances [23][24].

An unconstrained spinor in ten dimensions has 16 degrees of freedom, but λ is con-

strained to satisfy the pure spinor condition λγmλ = 0. Because of this constraint one

has 11 degrees of freedom. Naively counting, one should have 12 bosonic ghosts since, if

one counts the 8 fermionic second-class constraints as 4 fermionic first-class constraints,

one has a total of 12 fermionic first-class constraints. The fact that λ only has 11 com-

ponents is because one of the 12 bosonic ghosts is cancelled by the fermionic ghost which

comes from the P 2 = 0 constraint. To see why a pure spinor has 11 independent (com-

plex) components, note that a U(5) subgroup of the (Wick-rotated) Lorentz group leaves

invariant a pure spinor up to a complex phase. So pure spinors parameterize the space

C × SO(10)
U(5)

which is an eleven-dimensional complex space. Because of the pure spinor

condition, the worldsheet action is invariant under δωα = Λm(γmλ)α which means that

ωα has 11 gauge-invariant components.

Pure spinors were first defined by Cartan [25]. A product of two bosonic spinors in

even dimension d = 2D can be written (up to coefficients) as

λαλβ = (λγm1...mDλ)(γm1...mD
)αβ + (λγm1...mD−4λ)(γm1...mD−4

)αβ + ..., (2.8)
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where (γm1...mn)αβ for n = 1, . . .D denotes the antisymmetrization of the n indices and

when n is D mod 4, (γm1...mn)αβ is symmetric in αβ. Cartan’s definition of pure spinors

states that the only nonvanishing component of this decomposition is the one involving

the D form. This definition coincides with the 10-dimensional definition of a pure spinor

given above.

2.3. D = 10 Super Yang-Mills

Although it is not known how to write an action for Super Yang-Mills in 10 dimensions

invariant under supersymmetry transformations, it is known how to write the equations of

motion for SYM in a manifestly covariant way. To write this equation of motion, one can

use intuition and modify the ordinary derivatives ∂m and supersymmetric derivatives Dα =
∂
∂θα +(γmθ)α∂m which commutes with space-time supersymmetry and satisfy {Dα, Dβ} =

2γmαβ∂m; by

∂m → ∇m = ∂m + Am(X, θ), (2.9)

Dα → ∇α = Dα +Aα(X, θ), (2.10)

where Aα and Am are superfields. The covariant derivatives now satisfy {∇α,∇β} =

2γmαβ∇m. The equations of motion for the superfield Aα is

∇αAβ + ∇βAα + {Aα, Aβ} = 2γmαβAm, (2.11)

from which one gets

Am =
1

32
(γm)αβ(∇(αAβ) + {Aα, Aβ}) (2.12)

and also

γαβmnpqr(∇(αAβ) + {Aα, Aβ}) = 0. (2.13)

There is of course a gauge invariance δAα(X, θ) = ∇αΩ(X, θ), δAm(X, θ) = ∇mΩ(X, θ)

and the first one can be used to gauge fix some of the field components of Aα(X, θ), such

that

Aα(X, θ) = am(γmθ)α + χβ(γmθ)β(γmθ)α + ∂man(θγ
pmnθ)(γpθ)β + . . . (2.14)

where

∂m(∂[man]) = 0, ∂m(γmχ) = 0. (2.15)
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These equations of motion can be obtained as constraints by quantizing the su-

perparticle. If one defines the BRST charge Q = λαDα, then it is nilpotent since

Q2 = (λγmλ)∂m = 0 when λ satisfies the pure spinor condition λγmλ = 0. The ver-

tex operator will be a ghost number one operator, written in terms of the SYM superfield

as

V = λαAα(X, θ). (2.16)

By computing (Q+V )2 = 0 one encounters that Aα(X, θ) is on-shell. The BRST operator

also generates the gauge invariance for the vertex operator δV = QΩ(X, θ) which implies

δAα(X, θ) = DαΩ(X, θ).

3. Pure Spinor Superstring and Tree Amplitudes

3.1. Worldsheet variables

The action for the flat space superstring using the pure spinor formalism is written as

S =

∫
d2z(

1

2
∂Xm∂Xm + pα∂θ

α + ωα∂λ
α + p̂α̂∂θ̂α̂ + ω̂α̂∂λ̂

α̂), (3.1)

where for the open string case one would have the boundary conditions θα = θ̂α, λα = λ̂α.

For the Type IIA string, the α̂ spinor index has the opposite chirality from the α spinor

index, while for the Type IIB string it is of the same chirality. The left-moving BRST

charge is given by Q =
∮
λαdα, where now dα stands for

dα = pα + ∂Xm(γmθ)α +
1

8
(γmθ)α(θγm∂θ), (3.2)

and satisfies the OPE[26]

dα(y)dβ(z) →
γmαβΠ

m

y − z
, (3.3)

where Πm = ∂Xm − θγm∂θ.

3.2. Physical states

A physical state at ghost number 1 in the cohomology of Q can be written as

V = λαAα(X, θ) (3.4)
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for the massless case, while for the lowest massive case can be written as [27]

V = λαΠmA
m
α (X, θ) + λα∂θβAαβ(X, θ) + λαdβA

β
α(X, θ) (3.5)

+λαNmnA
mn
α (X, θ) + ∂λαBα(X, θ) + λαJAα(X, θ),

where Nmn = 1
2ωγ

mnλ and J = λαωα. The central charge has a contribution of 10 coming

from the X ’s, −32 coming from θ, and 22 coming from λ, so the total central charge is zero.

Because of the pure spinor condition, the OPE’s of λ and ω have to be done with care:

One can do a U(5) decomposition, losing manifest ten-dimensional Lorentz covariance, but

at the end, the result can be expressed in terms of the Lorentz currents in the following

covariant way

Nmn(y)Npq(z) →
ηm[pN q]n − ηn[pN q]m

y − z
− 3

ηm[pηq]n − ηn[pηq]m

(y − z)2
. (3.6)

Note that the OPE for the Lorentz currents corresponding to the matter sectorMmn =
1
2
(pγmnθ) is

Mmn(y)Mpq(z) →
ηm[pM q]n − ηn[pM q]m

y − z
+ 4

ηm[pηq]n − ηn[pηq]m

(y − z)2
. (3.7)

So for the total Lorentz current Mmn +Nmn, the double pole is the same as in the RNS

formalism where the Lorentz current is ψmψn.

3.3. Tree amplitudes

The simplest case to consider is the scattering amplitude of three open string states

〈V1(z1)V2(z2)V3(z3)〉 = 〈λαA1
α(z1)λ

βA2
β(z2)λ

γA3
γ(z3)〉. (3.8)

After using the OPE’s one is faced with the following integral
∫
d10X

∫
d16θ

∫
d11λ which

diverges, so one has to regularize it. One can use intuition from bosonic string theory for

deciding which zero modes of λα and θα need to be present for non-vanishing amplitudes.

In bosonic string theory, the zero-mode prescription coming from functional integration is

〈c∂c∂2c〉 = 1 (3.9)

where c is the worldsheet ghost coming from fixing the conformal gauge. It happens that

c∂c∂2c is the vertex operator of +3 ghost-number for the Yang-Mills antighost [28]. It
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is natural to use this ansatz and impose that non-vanishing correlation functions in this

formalism must also be proportional to the vertex operator for the Yang-Mills antighost,

which is (λγmθ)(λγnθ)(λγpθ)(θγmnpθ) [29]. So, the zero mode prescription for tree ampli-

tudes in the pure spinor formalism is

〈(λγmθ)(λγnθ)(λγpθ)(θγmnpθ)〉 = 1. (3.10)

Although there is a generalization of this prescription for computing loop amplitudes

which involves picture-changing operators [30], a better method is to introduce a new set

of “non-minimal” variables λα and rα, with corresponding conjugate momenta ωα and sα

[31]. The left-moving contribution to the action for the non-minimal pure spinor formalism

[32] is given by

S =

∫
d2z(

1

2
∂Xm∂Xm + pα∂θ

α + ωα∂λ
α + ωα∂λα + sα∂rα). (3.11)

λ is constrained to satisfy the pure spinor condition λγmλ = 0 and one also imposes that

λγmr = 0. Note that λα and ωα are bosons, and rα and sα are fermions. The BRST

charge is now Qnonmin =
∫
dz(λαdα + ωαrα) so that the cohomology is not modified and

all physical states can be chosen to be independent of the new variables.

Non-minimal pure spinor variables are useful because one can now construct a regula-

tor exp({Q,Λ}) which makes finite the measure of integration. Note that the regulator is

equal to 1+QΩ, so it does not affect BRST-invariant amplitudes. If one defines Λ = −λ̄αθ
α

so that QΛ = −λ̄αλ
α − rαθ

α and inserts the regulator exp({Q,Λ}), the integral becomes

∫
d10X

∫
d16θ

∫
d11λ

∫
d11λ

∫
d11rf(X, θ, λ) → (3.12)

∫
d10X

∫
d16θ

∫
d11λ

∫
d11λ

∫
d11re{Q,Λ}f(X, θ, λ)

=

∫
d10X

∫
d16θ

∫
d11λ

∫
d11λ

∫
d11re−λ

αλα−rαθ
α

f(X, θ, λ).

If λα is interpreted as the complex conjugate to λα, this choice of Λ regularizes the inte-

gration over λ. Since r does not appear in f(X, θ, λ), one can show that (3.12) is equal

to

Tαβγδ1...δ5
∫
d10X

∫
(d5θ)δ1...δ5(

∂

∂λ
)3αβγf(X, θ, λ) (3.13)
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where the tensor Tαβγδ1...δ5 (the inverse of Tαβγδ1...δ5) is a Lorentz-invariant tensor defined

by

(λγmθ)(λγnθ)(λγpθ)(θγmnpθ) = Tαβγδ1...δ5λ
αλβλγθδ1 . . .θδ5 . (3.14)

To obtain (3.13), one uses that λ̄γmr = 0 implies that∫
d11r = Tαβγδ1...δ5ǫδ1...δ16

∂

∂rδ6
. . .

∂

∂rδ16
λαλβλγ . (3.15)

So (3.12) reproduces the ansatz of (3.10).

The four-point amplitude at tree level is given by considering three unintegrated vertex

operator and one integrated vertex operator

A4 = 〈V1(z1)V2(z2)V3(z3)

∫
dz4U(z4)〉. (3.16)

To find the form of the integrated vertex operator U , start with the superparticle action∫
dτ(ẊmPm + θ̇αpα + ωαλ̇

α), (3.17)

and consider a super Yang-Mills background∫
dτ(ẊmPm + θ̇αpα + ωαλ̇

α + e(AmẊ
m + Aαθ̇

α + . . .)) (3.18)

where ... is determined from BRST invariance. In RNS, the integrated operator is∫
dτ(Am∂X

m+ψmψn∂nAm) where the last term is determined by worldsheet superconfor-

mal invariance. In the pure spinor formalism, the integrated vertex operator is determined

by BRST invariance and is given by

U = AmΠm + Aα∂θ
α +Wαdα + FmnNmn, (3.19)

where Wα and Fmn are superfield strengths. The lowest component of Wα is the gaugino

χα and the lowest component of Fmn is the fieldstrength ∂[man]. One can check that

QU = ∂(λαAα) so
∫
dzU is BRST invariant.

The N-point tree level amplitude

〈V 1(z1)V
2(z2)V

3(z3)

∫
U4. . .

∫
UN 〉 (3.20)

can be computed by first integrating out the non-zero modes by evaluating the OPE’s. To

integrate the zero modes, use

〈f(X, θ, λ)〉 = T

∫
d10X(

∂

∂λ
)3(

∂

∂θ
)5f (3.21)

where T is the tensor of (3.14). From the three point tree level amplitude 〈λAλAλA〉 one

gets the usual cubic term in the SYM amplitude
∫
d10X(aa∂a+ χaχ).
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4. Loop Amplitudes

4.1. b ghost

In the pure spinor formalism there is no analog of the c ghost, but there is an analog of

the b ghost which is necessary for the computation of string loop amplitudes. For example,

the closed string one loop amplitude requires a b and b̄ ghost integrated over the Beltrami

differential of the torus as

∫
d2τ〈V1

∫
b

∫
b̄

∫
U2. . .

∫
UN 〉 (4.1)

where in the case of the closed string, V = λαλ̂β̂A
αβ̂

(X, θ, θ̂). Note that at the linearized

level, BRST invariance of this vertex operator implies that Aαβ̂ satisfies the supergravity

equations of motion.

It will be shown that a composite operator for the b ghost can be written in terms of

the other worldsheet fields in such a way that {Q, b} = T . To construct this operator, note

that after adding the non-minimal variables of the previous section, the energy momentum

tensor is given by

Tnonmin =
1

2
ΠmΠm + dα∂θ

α + sα∂rα + Tλ + T
λ

(4.2)

where Tλ and T
λ

are the stress tensors for λα and λα. If one would start with bα =
1
2Πm(γmd)α, then Qbα = 1

2Π2λα up to terms involving ∂θα. So, naively, one should

“divide” bα by λα. With the help of the non-minimal variables, this is possible by defining

b =
1
2
λα(Πmγmd)

α

λβλβ
+ ... (4.3)

where ... is determined by {Qnonmin, b} = Tnonmin where Qnonmin =
∫
dz(λαdα + ω̄αrα).

One finds that the complete expression for the b ghost is

b = sα∂λα +
λα(2Πm(γmd)

α −Nmn(γ
mn∂θ)α − Jλ∂θ

α − 1
4
∂2θα)

4(λλ)
(4.4)

+
(λγmnpr)(dγmnpd+ 24NmnΠp)

192(λλ)2
−

(rγmnpr)(λγ
md)Nnp

16(λλ)3
+

(rγmnpr)(λγ
pqrr)NmnNqr

128(λλ)4
,

which satisfies {Qnonmin, b} = Tnonmin. From now on, the nonmin subscript will be

dropped out.
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The fact that the b ghost has poles when λλ→ 0 means there are subtleties in defining

the Hilbert space of allowable states in the pure spinor formalism. If one allowed states

with arbitrary powers of poles, the cohomology would become trivial. This is easy to verify

since the operator

S =
θλ

λλ+ rθ
, (4.5)

satisfies QS = 1. Then QV = 0 implies Q(SV ) = V , so the existence of S in the Hilbert

space would trivialize the BRST cohomology. Expanding S, one finds a pole of 11th order

when (λλ) = 0. So if one allowed operators with this pole behavior in λλ, the cohomology

would become trivial. One therefore forbids states in the Hilbert space which diverge faster

than (λλ)−10 when λ→ 0. This allows the above operator for the b ghost but forbids the

S operator.

4.2. Loop amplitude computations

For g-loop amplitudes, one needs to insert 3g − 3 b ghosts. So for g ≥ 3, the number

of poles in the b ghost could add up to more than 11. This would make the functional

integral
∫
d11λ

∫
d11λ̄ diverge near λλ = 0. This difficulty is overcome with an appropriate

definition of a regulator [33] which smooths out the poles of the different b ghosts so

that the total divergence is slower than (λλ)−11. However, the form of this regulator is

complicated and its explicit contribution has only been worked out in simple cases [34].

Nevertheless, there are several multiloop amplitudes one can compute which do not require

this complicated regulator.

In the non-minimal pure spinor formalism, the integration measure at g loops is

A =

∫
d10X

∫
d16θ

∫
d11λ

∫
d11λ

∫
d16gp

∫
d11gω

∫
d11gω

∫
d11gs

∫
d11r (4.6)

where the conformal weight one worldsheet fields contribute with g zero modes. One

can separate out the non-zero modes and use the free field OPE’s to integrate them out,

leaving an integration over bosonic and fermionic zero modes. To account for the bosonic

and fermionic zero modes, the zero mode regulator used for tree-level amplitudes must be

modified to Λ = −λαθ
α−

∑g
I=1 ωIαs

α
I which implies QΛ = λαλ

α− rαθ
α−

∑g
I=1(ω

α
I ωIα−

sαI dIα) [32].

As an example, one can compute the four-point massless one-loop and two-loop am-

plitudes. Using (4.1), the one-loop four-point open superstring amplitude is given by

A =

∫
d2τ

∫
d10X

∫
d16θ

∫
d11λ

∫
d11λ

∫
d16p

∫
d11ω

∫
d11ω

∫
d11s

∫
d11r

∫
b

(4.7)
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(λA)(

∫
∂θαAα + ΠmAm + dαW

α +NmnFmn)
3e{Q,Λ}.

To get a non-vanishing amplitude, one needs to absorb 16dα zero modes from
∫
d16p. One

can get 3 from the term dαW
α. The maximum number of dα zero modes one can get from

the regulator is 11, so the remaining two must come from the third term in the b ghost.

This third term of b has one rα, so the remaining 10 r’s must come from the regulator. Note

that ω ω and λλ̄ have gaussian integrals, which are easy to compute. So after integrating

over the zero modes of pα, rα and sα, one finds a term proportional to∫
d16θ θ10AWWW (4.8)

where the factor of θ10 comes from the regulator, and indices on the superfields in (4.8)

are contracted in a Lorentz-invariant manner. The computation of the Lorentz index con-

tractions for the gluon contribution was done in [35], giving as a result t8f
4 where t8 is a

Lorentz-invariant tensor which contracts the 8 indices of f4. For closed strings the analo-

gous result was t8t8R
4. Using the non-minimal pure spinor formalism, the gauge anomaly

one loop computation was also performed in [11], and five point one loop computations

were performed in [9].

For four point two-loops, the closed string amplitude is given by

A =

∫
(d2τ)3〈(

∫
b)3(

∫
b̄)3

∫
U1. . .

∫
U4e

{Q,Λ}〉. (4.9)

Because of the two non-trivial cycles,

Λ = −λαθ
α −

2∑
I=1

ω(I)
α sα(I), (4.10)

and

{Q,Λ} = −λαλ
α − rαθ

α −
2∑
I=1

(ωα(I)ω(I)
α − sα(I)d(I)

α ). (4.11)

One now needs to absorb 32dα zero modes. The regulator contributes 22, each vertex

operator contributes 1 and, because there are three b fields, the third term in (4.4) gives

the remaining 6 and also absorbs 3 rα zero modes. The regulator absorbs the 22 sα zero

modes and also absorbs the remaining 8 rα zero modes and contributes 8 θα zero modes.

So the resulting amplitude is of the form

|

∫
d16θ θ8WWWW |2. (4.12)

The Lorentz index contractions for the graviton contribution was shown in [10] to give

t8t8∂
4R4, and confirmed the Type IIB S-duality prediction [36] that ∂4R4 is the term of

lowest order in derivatives at two loops.
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4.3. Non-renormalization theorems

Now one can ask what is the term of lowest order in derivatives at higher loops. At g

loops, the naive expression for the term of lowest order in derivatives which saturates the

fermionic zero modes is

A =

∫
d16θ

∫
d11r

∫
d16gp

∫
d11gs (rθ)12−2g(ds)11g(rdd)2g−1(Πd)g−2 d4, (4.13)

where (rθ)12−2g(ds)11g comes from the regulator, (rdd)2g−1(Πd)g−2 comes from the 3g−3

b ghosts, and d4 comes from the four vertex operators. This naive formula predicts that

the term of lowest order in derivatives at g loops is |
∫
d16θ(θ)12−2gWWWW |2, which

corresponds to ∂2gR4. However, this formula clearly breaks down at g > 6 because of the

(rθ)12−2g term in (4.13).

The source of this breakdown is the divergence when λλ → 0. For g < 6, one can

argue that these divergences are not present since the terms in the b ghost which contribute

do not diverge faster than (λλ)−10. This is related to the fact that ∂2gR4 is a superspace

F -term when g < 6. However, when g ≥ 6, the poles from the b ghost diverge faster than

(λλ)−10 which means one has to use the complicated regulator of [33]. This is related to

the fact that ∂2gR4 can be written as a superspace D-term when g ≥ 6. In the presence

of the complicated regulator, the zero mode counting of (4.13) is modified. Although a

detailed analysis of the zero mode counting has not yet been done in the presence of this

complicated regulator, it naively appears that the ∂12R4 term can appear at all loops for

g ≥ 6 [12]. If this naive counting is correct, it would imply (by dimensional arguments)

that the first divergence of N = 8 d=4 supergravity appears at 9 loops [14].

5. Curved Backgrounds

5.1. α′ corrections to supergravity

The action in a curved background can be obtained by considering the flat background

with vertex operators, and then covariantizing. Use the variables ZM = (Xm, θµ) for the

open string. In this notation, ∂θαAα + ΠmAm combines to ∂ZMAM . For the closed

superstring, use the coordinates (Xm, θµ, θ̄µ̂). One gets the action[37]

S =

∫
dzdz̄(

1

2
(GMN +BMN )∂ZM∂ZN +EαMdα∂Z

M + Eα̂M d̄α̂∂Z
M + Fαβ̂dαd̄β̂ (5.1)
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+ΩabM∂Z
M N̄ab+Ω̄abM ∂̄Z

MNab+C
αabdαN̄ab+C̄

α̂abd̄α̂Nab+R
abcdNabN̄cd+ωα∂λ

α+ωα̂∂λ
α̂
).

The index notation is A = (a, α, α̂) and EAM (Z) is the supervielbein. Note that the

superspace metric GMN = EaME
b
Nηab does not involve the supervielbein with indices

(α, α̂). So all the components of EAM (Z) appear in the action, while in the Green-Schwarz

action EαM (Z) and Eα̂M (Z) do not appear. In (5.1), the lowest component of Fαβ̂ is the

Ramond-Ramond field strength. Note that dα is treated as an independent variable in this

action instead of pα.

To compute α′ corrections to the supergravity equations of motion using this action,

one should compute whether the action is BRST invariant, or equivalently, if the BRST

charge Q is nilpotent and conserved. It was shown in [37] that nilpotence of Q and

∂(λαdα) = 0 at the classical level implies the supergravity equations of motion to lowest

order in α′. These equations of motion imply κ-symmetry in the Green-Schwarz formalism.

Hovever, because EαM does not appear explicitly in the action in the GS formalism, it is

not true that κ-symmetry implies the supergravity equations of motion.

At higher loop order, one needs to introduce the dilaton coupling α′
∫
d2zΦ(Z)r and

compute loop corrections to the OPE of Q with Q and the OPE of the stress tensor with

Q. The one-loop Yang-Mills Chern-Simons corrections have been computed in this manner

[38].

5.2. AdS5 × S5 background

If Fαβ̂ is an invertible matrix as in the AdS5 × S5 background, one can solve the

auxiliary equations of motion of dα and write dα in terms of ZM . Because of PSU(2, 2|4)

isometry in this background, it is natural to define EAM as in [39] in terms of a coset

g(z) ∈ PSU(2,2|4)
SO(4,1)×SO(5)

≃ SO(4,2)×SO(6)
SO(4,1)×SO(5)

+32 fermions. The left-invariant currents are defined

by J = (g−1∂g) and J = (g−1∂g) where the global PSU(2, 2|4) isometries act on the left

as g → Σg. The action will be defined to be invariant under local transformations by the

right g → gΩ(z) where Ω(z) takes values in SO(4, 1)× SO(5).

The currents can be decomposed into the ten vector elements Ja and Ja
′

(where

a = 0, . . .4, a′ = 5...9), the 32 fermionic elements Jα and J α̂ (where α, α̂ = 1. . .16), and

the 20 bosonic elements J [ab] and J [a′b′], where [ab] ∈ SO(4, 1) and [a′b′] ∈ SO(5). These

currents can also be written in terms of the vielbeins as JA = EAM∂Z
M , where E

[ab]
M is
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defined to be the spin connection Ω
[ab]
M . After using the equations of motion to solve for

dα and d̄α̂, the BRST charge can be written as

Q =

∫
dzλαJ α̂ηαα̂ +

∫
dz̄λ

α̂
J
α
ηαα̂, (5.2)

where ηαα̂ = (γ01234)αα̂ is in the direction of the RR field strength.

The pure spinor action in the AdS5 × S5 background can be written as

S = R2

∫
d2z(

1

2
JaJa +

1

2
Ja

′

J̄a′ + δ
αβ̂

(JαJ
β̂
− 3J β̂J

α
) + ωα∇λ

α + ωα̂∇λ
α̂

(5.3)

+(ωγabλ)(ωγabλ) − (ωγa
′b′λ)(ωγa′b′λ)),

where the last line appears because the space-time curvature of AdS5×S
5 is non-vanishing.

To show that this action has BRST symmetry, note that the BRST charges act on the

group elements as Qg = g(λαTα+λ
α̂
Tα̂) where Tα and Tα̂ are the 32 fermionic generators

of PSU(2, 2|4). From this, it is trivial to work out how Q acts on J . Note that Q2 acting

on g will be zero because of the pure spinor condition satisfied by λα and λ
α̂
.

What can be done with this model, which looks rather simple? One interesting ques-

tion is if there is a version of this action which is BRST invariant to all order in α′? This

can be answered in the affirmative by using cohomology arguments [15].

Since the BRST operator is nilpotent, one can ask about its cohomology. At the lowest

order in α′, define the classical action of (5.3) to be S0. This action is BRST invariant since

QS0 = 0. In other words, the BRST transformation of the corresponding Lagrangian L0

is a total derivative QL0 = dΛ0. After computing the quantum part of the effective action

S1, one can ask if the sum of the classical and quantum action is still BRST invariant?

In other words, is Q(S0 + α′S1) = 0, or equivalently, is Q(L0 + α′L1) = dΛ?. Now, the

BRST variation of the quantum effective action should be a local operator, since quantum

anomalies come from a short-distance regulator. Therefore, QL1 = Ω1 where Ω1 is some

local quantity. Furthermore, Ω1 is BRST-closed since Q2L1 = 0. One can therefore ask

if Ω1 is BRST-exact, that is, does Ω1 = QΣ for some local Σ?. The answer happens

to be yes, since the cohomology is trivial at ghost number 1 for operators of non-zero

conformal weight. This trivial cohomology is easily confirmed by constructing the most

general operator of ghost number 1 which is local and which is invariant under PSU(2, 2|4).

Since Q(L0 + α′L1) = dΛ + α′Ω1 = dΛ + α′QΣ, one can always add a local PSU(2, 2|4)

invariant counter-term −α′Σ to the Lagrangian such that Q(L0 + α′L1 − α′Σ) = dΛ. So
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after including the counter-term, the action S0 +α′S1−α
′
∫
d2zΣ is BRST-invariant. This

type of argument for quantum BRST invariance can be repeated to all perturbative orders

in α′. However, in principle there could be BRST anomalies which are non-perturbative

in α′.

The existence of non-local conserved currents is important for integrability. The local

PSU(2, 2|4) conserved charges are the Nöether charges for the global symmetry algebra,

qA =

∫
dσjA, (5.4)

where A is a PSU(2, 2|4) Lie algebra index.

Suppose the theory is on the plane and define the non-local charge

kC(1) = fAB
C

∫ ∞

−∞

dσjA(σ)

∫ σ

−∞

dσ′jB(σ′) −

∫ ∞

−∞

dσlC(σ) (5.5)

for some lC where fCAB are the psu(2, 2|4) structure constants. Note that QjA = ∂σh
A for

some hA because Q
∫ ∞

−∞
dσjA(σ) = 0. Therefore,

QkC(1) = 2fAB
C

∫ ∞

−∞

dσjA(σ)hB(σ) −

∫ ∞

−∞

dσQlC . (5.6)

So if lC(σ) is defined such that QlC(σ) = 2fCABj
AhB(σ), then kC(1) will be BRST invariant.

Using cohomology arguments similar to those above, one can prove that there always

exists such an lC(σ). Therefore, one can contruct non-local BRST conserved charges.

Furthermore, by repeatedly commuting kC(1) with each other, one can obtain an infinite

set of conserved charges and prove that the construction is valid at the quantum level to

all orders in perturbation theory [15]. Classical non-local conserved currents have been

constructed in [16][17][18] and it would be interesting to compute the algebra of these

currents.

6. Open Problems

1) Geometrical principles: At the moment, there is no covariant derivation of the

pure spinor BRST operator from gauge fixing a more symmetrical formalism. Although

there are various procedures [40] [41] [42] for getting the pure spinor BRST operator from

gauge-fixing, none of these procedures are Lorentz covariant at all stages in the gauge-

fixing. Such a covariant derivation of the BRST operator would probably also provide a
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“geometric” explanation of the complicated form of the b ghost [43]. An interesting open

question is to compute the cohomology of the b ghost.

2) Superstring field theory: QV + V ∗ V = 0 where ∗ is the star product in Witten’s

action gives the correct open superstring field theory equations of motion. In bosonic string

theory, this comes from the action S = 〈 1
2V QV + 1

3V ∗ V ∗ V 〉 [44]. Although 〈 〉 can be

defined in the non-minimal formalism using functional integration, the expression

〈f〉 =

∫
d10X

∫
d16θ

∫
d11λ

∫
d11λ

∫
d11re{Q,Λ}f(X, λ, θ) (6.1)

only makes sense if f does not have poles which diverge faster than (λλ)−10. One can

insert a regulator, but f is not BRST closed since string fields are off-shell. So the action

will depend on where one puts the regulator. Furthermore, the regulator breaks manifest

spacetime supersymmetry. So although the equations of motion are manifestly spacetime

supersymmetric, the action is not. Furthermore, to compute the four-point tree amplitude

in string field theory, one needs to introduce the b ghost which contains poles when λ→ 0.

It is unclear how to define the off-shell Hilbert space of allowed string fields in such a

way that the product of these string fields never contain poles which diverge faster than

(λλ)−10.

3) Multiloop amplitudes: Computations beyond two-loops require a complicated reg-

ulator since the b ghosts contribute poles which diverge faster than (λλ)−11. Up to now,

no non-vanishing computations have been performed beyond two loops. A related question

is the computation of N -point tree amplitudes in a gauge which involves more than 6 b

ghosts. These tree amplitude computations will also require the complicated regulator.

4) Unitarity: There is not yet a proof that BRST invariance of the scattering am-

plitudes implies that the amplitudes are unitary. This could be done either by proving

equivalence to the RNS computation or by proving equivalence to the light-cone GS com-

putation.

5) Compactification: Compactifications of the pure spinor formalism on a Calabi-Yau

manifold have recently been considered in [45]. One expects that the resulting formalism

should be equivalent with the hybrid formalism, however, this has not yet been proven.

A related question is if one can construct lower-dimensional versions of the pure spinor

formalism [46] [47].

6) M-theory: There is a d=11 version of the pure spinor formalism for the superparticle

which describes linearized d=11 supergravity [48]. The d = 11 pure spinor is λA, A =
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1, . . .32 such that λγMλ = 0 for M = 0, . . ., 10. Just as Q = λαdα at ghost number 1 gives

SYM in 10 dimensions, Q = λADA at ghost number 3 gives linearized d = 11 sugra. The

vertex operator at ghost number 3 is λAλBλCBABC where BABC is the spinor component

of the 3-form. This works nicely for the superparticle, but not has yet been generalized

for the supermembrane. The main complication is that the constraint λγMλ = 0 does not

commute with the Hamiltonian and generates secondary constraints.
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